Look out!

Here comes a wooden
house, tougher against the
earthquake!
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Today, we have come to view
the [natural material house]
known as the [eco-house].

Wooden houses
have such a warm
feel!

Welcome to
the [Eco-House]!

But mustn’t we
preserve our forest?

Yes!
Wood is strong in the di- It must be good for
rection of the fibre, and the environment as
weaker from the side, yet well!
flexible.
Certainly!

Yep, Japan had the
structural techniques of
timber building to last
a thousand years.
Evaluation
of strength
performance
of traditional
wooden joint

I learned it,
it’s Horyuji temple!

We are studying
these methods to be able to safely
use today by re-evaluation

This massive thing is

So, will we see wooden high-rise buildings
in the future?

“glued laminated timber”!?

but wooden houses seem more
susceptible to earthquake
damage, and concrete or steel
structures seem better…

Ping!

For example
the glued laminated timber which
is used for this wood composite hall
was a new method at that time.

We wish wooden buildings are
able to help humans live well
with our environment.

large finger
joint
mwahaha…

That’s why we
researchers are here!
If we can merge the traditional architecture and modern-day science…
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Of course we will
bring in contemporary
designs.

Re-evaluation
of mud walls in
seismic resisting
performance.

Hmmm…

Sure we must. But a planted forest
require thinning for its trees to grow,
and they won’t absorb as much CO2 without it. There must be effective methods
of utilizing the trees that we do cut.
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Do you know what the
world’ oldest remaining
wooden structure is?

Because wood is a resource that is
grown by the solar energy,

Using wood for
structure functions
to capture and
decrease the CO2 in
the atmosphere.

If used well, wood
can build robust
and ductile houses.

Timberwork seems
fun, like a puzzle!

Focused as practical
use of the wood
Wood is more and more
important for housing
material in the future.
Study it well!

Whoa, smells
so nice!

This is a cross-section
of a cedar, seen through an
electronic microscope.You can
see those hollow parts?

Bring in light and air,
yet very ductile

Thick plank walls,
thick plank floors
Teacher!

Wood, despite the light weight,
has a structure that is stronger
in a longitudinal direction.

Lattice wall
by Halflapped joints

Yep,

we are now capable
of building large spaces using
wood by the advancement of
technologies and materials.

These
are
large,
too!
lagscrewbolt

Haha,
it’s possible!
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The End
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